Entering a Treatment Record in iMapInvasives
Treatment data is independent of observation and assessment records and can be associated with several target
species. To create a treatment record, you will draw a polygon surrounding the area of treatment and then describe
the work that was done there (organization lead, crew time and costs, treatment used, weather conditions).
Users Level 6 and higher will be able to enter treatment data.

From the My iMapInvasives page, click on the Treatment link in the Enter Data box.

Navigate to your treatment area on the map using the zoom tool on the left side. Click the middle of the tool buttons
in the upper right-hand corner to activate the Draw tool, then click on the map to add vertices to the treatment polygon.

Click and drag the vertices to reshape the polygon.
Use the left tool button to delete the polygon if you wish to re-draw.

Notice that once you have drawn a polygon, the polygon (treatment) area is
displayed in square meters directly below the map for your reference.

Begin filling in the information located in the Basic Treatment Fields section. Required fields are highlighted in pink.
Some fields, such as the Targeted Species, allow you to choose more than one option.
Be sure to choose all species that were targets for this treatment.

Fields in white are optional – fill in those that apply to your treatment event.

If there are observations located in the treatment area, list all ID#’s in the Observations Affected field separated
with a semi-colon (;). Be sure to use the Observation ID# as it appears in the iMapInvasives tables (e.g. PA-183U).
This field will fill in automatically in a future version of iMapInvasives.

When entering information for the Treatment Start Date & Treatment End Date fields,
click on the white box next to each field label to bring up a calendar for choosing the appropriate day(s).

Fill in other fields as applicable. When you choose Treatment Type, additional fields will
appear which allow you to give more information about the treatment that was used.

In this example, choosing “Mechanical/Manual” as the treatment type revealed additional fields which
allow the ability to choose “Cutting” as the Mechanical Method Used and “Trash” as the Disposal Site.
Additionally, keep in mind that several fields allow more than one option to be chosen. In this example,
Disposal Method and Mechanical Equipment Used each allow this option.

The Additional Information tab has nine different categories of data types to choose from for inclusion in your
treatment data record. Choose categories that fit your treatment data by clicking on the down arrow next to each
category title and filling in the informational fields accordingly.

When all information has been entered, click the Update Treatment button to submit the treatment record.

Once you have submitted the treatment record, you can view it by clicking the Treatments link under the View
Table box on the My iMapInvasives page. This will open a screen with a table of all treatment records.

Click on a row in the table to view the treatment record.
You will see the same screen as when you were entering the treatment data before.

If several records are listed in the treatment table, you can use the search bar at the top of the page to find the
treatments(s) you are looking for. For example, you could type in your last name in the search bar to find the
treatments you have entered into iMap, or you could input a treatment ID# (PA-1003U-T) to find a specific
record. A Custom Data Query can also be performed by clicking on the button in the top right corner.

When choosing the Custom Data Query button from the Treatment Table page, the Treatments - Custom Query
tool appears which allows you to choose from several different search criteria to look up the treatment(s) you are
interested in. Enter information in as many or as few category fields as relevant. Then choose either View Table
or View on Map at the bottom of the page to display your treatment query results.

